Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. clean, common, avoid, combine
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

2. fantasy, gentle, daytime, filthy
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

3. present, hero, nighttime, past

4. rough, reality, safe, risky
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

5. website, villain, unique, separate
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. clean, common, avoid, combine
   
   avoid, clean, combine, common

2. fantasy, gentle, daytime, filthy
   
   daytime, fantasy, filthy, gentle

3. present, hero, nighttime, past
   
   hero, nighttime, past, present

4. rough, reality, safe, risky
   
   reality, risky, rough, safe

5. website, villain, unique, separate
   
   separate, unique, villain, website